
93 Finedon Street
Burton Latimer, Northamptonshire NN15 5SB



Step into the epitome of comfort and style with this mid terrace home that is now on the market, awaiting its next fortunate owner. This property is a testament

to meticulous upkeep and thoughtful design, boasting two generously sized double bedrooms that promise restful nights.

As you approach the residence, you are greeted by a neat front forecourt that ushers you into a welcoming porch a perfect preamble to the warm and inviting

atmosphere that lies within. The entrance hall sets the stage for a well-organized interior layout that seamlessly flows from one room to the next.

The sitting room, with its ample space and light, offers a serene retreat for relaxation or entertaining guests. Adjacent to it, the dining room stands ready to

host memorable meals, with views of the splendid Southerly facing rear garden that serves as a lush backdrop to every occasion.

Culinary endeavors are a delight in the kitchen, where functionality meets modern elegance. The space is enhanced by upvc double glazing and gas radiator

central heating, ensuring that this heart of the home is comfortable throughout the seasons. A practical utility room and a discreet downstairs WC complete

the ground floor amenities, adding convenience to daily living.

Ascend to the first floor, where bedroom one, a sanctuary of tranquility, awaits with fitted wardrobes providing storage for a streamlined living experience. A

luxury four piece bathroom suite offers a splash of indulgence, making every day feel like a spa day.

The second double bedroom, equally as plush and inviting, ensures that guests or family members have a space of their own to unwind.

The rear garden is a true gem, enclosed and enjoying a sunny Southerly orientation, it is the perfect private oasis for gardening enthusiasts or those who

simply wish to bask in the peace of their own outdoor haven.

An internal viewing is not just recommended, but essential to fully appreciate the charm and quality of this superb property
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